
/ 

I i 
Pert 4 	 ef 
CBS: 	In recapping the series, 	:"Wg.found hitherto undiscovered evidence in 

the film of the murder itself..." 

Fact: 	This is plagiarism, for this Is/not "hitherto undiscovered" but was 

published and copyrighted two years earlier, by me.)eae-4he CBS knowledge 

andthe personal knowledge of the executive producer of the shows. 

CSS: 	"We...found that one bullet could, indeed, have wounded both the 

President end Governor Connally; ( Y/) 
Fact: 	It took no tests, by CBS or the government, to establish that a single 

bullet could wound two men. What neither CBS nor the government could 

prove and didn't) is that this single bullet infltted all the non-

fatal injuries on both men, essential to even the beginning of validation 

of the Report. Actually, even rigged to make them work as the CBS 

"tests" were, they prove th 	prosite: that the single bullet could not 

have inflicted all seven injuries. This is without regard to the other 
014,464040'--- 

essential that had to be met that this bullet emerge virtaully intact, 

undeformed and unmutileted. CBS suppressed the bullets it used. 'y request 

for pictures of them is unanswered. 

CBS: 	"We heard autopsy surgeon, James Humee, kancrialintr report that he has 

re-exeltined the X-rays and photographs of the President's body..." / 

Fact: 	In repeating the persistent CBS lie, for limes had never serlier 

examined the pictures, here is it compounded to make him soy that he 

had, Qiich he did not. 

CBS: 	"We presented the consnirec# 	of New 0 eans District Attorney Jim 

Garrison...which today remain a series of largely unsupported statements..." 

Feet: 	What CBS"presented" is not the liquor but the fusil oil. Its entire 

effort was notrtoitkpresent these "theories", pe4 they-were available to 

CBS in usable form, in ity book on the subject, of which it knew and to 

which it was granted access. It also knows that Garrison cannot present 

his evidence on CBS, must restrict it to court use. 
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"We now eak...4: Thy doesn't America believe the Warren Report... 044,9  

had no such intention, never addressed these questions, and when 

it considered irrefutable proof of dishonesty dot imperishably and 

irrefutably preserved in FBI reports showing pictures never seen by the 

Commission, never wants: or taken by the FBI, of witnesses who saw 

Oswald on the first fiver when he could not have been on the sixth to be tta 
the assessi of called by the Commission - it asked this proof of me, 

promising credit for its use - it joined the government in suppressing 
gi43.4 

evidence 	itself proof 	federal and CBS dishonesty (Photc - 

044 

2.16==4B- 42, 49-52, 74-8,  83, 177, 210-1)  
Lug-/ 

 Comment:CBS itraareful to present a selection of "critics" and a selection
` 
 of what 

they say and believe. It avoided the best informed. It presentene in 

error, as when he says, t of the pictures and X-rays of the ettopsy, 

"Not one lawyer for tbs Commission ever saw - was curious enough to 

examine the most important evidence". 4--lees-et 	A*en Specter this is 
ceiy 	fre‘V" urnec.Lev 

not trual' if CBS made (part of the "investigation" it pretendediCES did 

not ask Specter what his picture-examination told him. In using Lenart, 

 

I  which is not accidental, CBS 	setting the stage for attacking his 

accuracy, thus making it seem as though all criticism of the Commission 

and its report era inaccurate and that, in fact, what it here presents 
Zvi 

is accurate,ran interview with Charles Brehm: 
single-paragraph, semi-coherent)CBS:  CBS  Presented a 	ry ew w-17111----•-ebm in which he complains that Lane mis- 

t -f“ t2)  represented whet Brehm a ss 	,That Brehm told the government was sufficient to 

get it suppressed from the 10,000,000-word 26 volumes end was available 

to CBS from the Archives, wlere I got it. It is consistent with other 

suppressed official data, also available to CBS, ikesteblishing that the 

imittanctia pieces of the President's skull exploded to the left -and for a con-

siderable distance to the left - from an explosion exclusively on the 

CBS: 

Fact: 

just how ikon-stly the Warren Commission operated..." / 
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ri I fa- 

tal/ 	lgeeft side of his heed. This is highly improbable. 

CBS: 	Brehm:"...whet I saw fly over here (774re" is meaningless on paper 

unless explained, but it is intended by Brehm to mean the south side 

of realey Plaza) -- his skull -- although I told him I could not -- 

I did not -- I thouFht it was but I could not." 

F.,ct: Brehm sal( somthing fly past him coinciding with the fatal shot. lie assumes 

it was a piece of the skull but cannot, not having sought it, prove it. 

His assumption is a(lidated by other suppressed evidence I have. it 

was a piece of the President 's skull and I can trace it to the White House. 

CBS: 	Mr. Epstein "studied th- 26 vblumes of he9rings..." 	()Age 4).. 

F 
Fact: 	This is 	 could not write his o footnotes. ne latows little 

about the actual evidence, weber considered the basic question, was Oswald 

the assassin, assuming be was, and has written thegrossest errors. His 

data was, for the most pert, supplied him by former Commission staff 

memebers one of whom in particular, Wesley Liebeler, was bent upon self- 

justification and used _Epstein to divert attention from him and to others. 

:: ew;ucld 

CBS: 	Arlen Specte • 	after prosecuting a greet many cases that seldom do you 

find a case which was as persuasive that Oswald was the assassin and, in 

fact , the lone assassin, and we convict people in the criminal courts 

every day right here in Philadelphia. And the tines the death penaltles 

are imposed (sic) or life imprbsonment - so that - so that the case 

does fit together ,41, 	.1age 5), 

Fact: 	It is a sad day for Philar:elphie if this is true, for there is no single 

solid bit of evidence that Oswald was an assassin and all the credible 

evidence is that there was no lone assassin. Only in the absence of any 

Opposition could a case have been presented, for there was no case, only 

speculation, conjecture, rumor and fabrication -with suppression. Like 

his case, Specter will not appear against opposition that knows the case. 

1,..&41-1.4 OA— 14"-Se-1. 
He 

has declined a dozen challenges to confront me. 

Il 
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CBS: 	Specter of the steff:"...men were chosen from various parts of the 

United States who had no connection with government t; (aige 5) 

Fact: 	This is 14frepactlia1su-ead knowingly false. The g.nieral counsel was a former 

solicitor general of the United States. His staff director was loaned by 

the l'epartmerit of Justice(whicA lwith the Sec:et Service, provided almost 

100% of the investigative staff). All of the Commiosion ramitero 

hai been high government executives or elected officials. #f only 	LA_ 

941'41-1  
Dulles was is not then 	

,
, and his Imam directorship of the CIA 

should have disqualified him. More than half of the 14 assistant 

counsel had been goverbment employees.Twelve "staff members" are listed 

in the Report (R479-81). Of thesejall but one had been or pia 

were at the time of their appointohents to the Commission on the 

federal payroll. 	' 57 others MIZW"-Tierre on the stadf nnipsetUziAnmx 

(go biographical data is given (R481-24 

tor41,A! 	There is no doubt that Specter is a liar in saying, "men were chosen.. 

who had no connection with the government" and that CBS knew it. 

CBS: 	Specter:"...the Commission used its independent judgement wherever, say, 

the F.B.I. or the Secret Service was involved itself so that they would 

not investigate themselves on the subjects where they were directly 

involved..." // f,4 6 ). 
Fect; 
	Unlea the designed escape Intel:vie technically accurat 	in- 

volved itself"), this is another lie. It never hap-end that way, always 

happened the other way, and Specter certainly should have known it. Only  

The FBI and CIA °investigated the charges and suspcions that Oswald 

had had connections withlthem, each of itself, and the record of this is 

printed by the Commission (See Osweld in New Orleans). Again, Specter 

lane -  this as did CBS. It is a lie a d a propagandized 

CBS: 	Arne ANIKEKHENNEW Report no es he Secret Service agents assigned to 

protect the President had been drinking beer and li?,uor into the early 
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) 	  
Fact: 	hours- of the morning...7 This is erroneous. Part of a shift was not

 

abed, part of that shift had been drinking, none to excess. This is 

another of the slanders on those men actually protecting the President-A
.1,1)- 

1U could have done Aothing to save him. 

The Commission's criticism is that the Secret Service shoul1 have known 

of Nweld's employment along the motorcade toute, as the FBI did, but 

this has significance only if those things the ileport says of him are true 

and they era uniformly false: 1de wqs not insane, not pro-Communist, not 

en or the assassin. 

Comment: What criticism CBS makes in its own name here appeared first in WHITE- 

L,Or'Y4V/  
WASH,eastfteit at no point mentions. 

CES Quoteli Parkland Hospital Chief of Security 0,13. Wright as saying he 

could not interest either the FBI or the Secret Service in Bullet 399 

04r 

when Tomlinson found itte  Gage 

Fact: 	The carry4g of this bullet in DOChts could have had it 
ruled out as 

1ee4  :Z-J111-10f1.7=1± 1)"'" 	 
evihffEigfor thatdestroyed the evidence that could have been on it, 

in the residues, and could have added other residues not on it when found. 

one of the few 

It is doubtful if tiii-gT-tkuxe possible lin 

-k-rito=asiairemetratetetr-e-f the rifle 41(cbs assassination, could thereafter- 46z 

been used in cotrt. When Wright bel tedly interested a Secret Service 

agent in it, the bullet was again pocketed end not marked for identification 

in any way, additional disqualifications. What CBS fail;ri-O do -and the 

documentary evidence walk available to it and was published (VEITEWASH II) 

4 14-457/' 
- 	to show that at no time was this bullet ever hen 
L.1 	 aeLe-eliZe. It 

was produced in the lhite Houee that night when the ( chief agent said, 

in effect,"I hear one of you guys has

, 

 a bullet" and Agent Johnsen reached 

_. 4r> 
into his pocket and w441edmeir=i-le hen d4eg it over. 

CBS 	"The Commission had before it the hard fact that Oswald's notebo
ok 

contained the name, phone number and license plate number of the Dallas 

F.B.I. agent,TMmes Hostyt" age B). 
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Fact: The "hard fact"  is not from CBS, which edited it. Hosty yes the FBI 

Oswald expert, was penalized and demoted after the .assessination, 

yt Gki- 14-1 g.'  

and the FBI edited this 	 adge out of the evidence until it 

realized it could not get away with it. 

CBS: 	"The Commission says 1, also checked the F.B.I's own files, but 

tentions no other investigation. Lt followed the same curious 

procedure wiTh-tte C.T;L::::/:Tis is explicitly false, as CBS must have 

known, for the Commission specifical'y refused to hold or even chackiiw,114.147 

through the files these agencies produced before it, arrd—dt-d—biri-e—cmP=bite 

wikich 	is plainted,(See OSWALD IN NEW ORLEANS). 

CBS: 	"You will remember that it hedged its conclusion, paying 21212  that 

there was no evidence of a conspiracy (Age 8). 

Fact: 	Thds is a previously noted and repeated lie. The Report is explicit 

(Wit) 

Ifig in its "Conelusions"  in saying that Oswald fired all the shots, 

identical with saying there was no conspiracy. 

CBS: 	L uotes Mrs. Oswald as saying her son ww an agent, knowing she could 

A 

not prove itte,  (?g- 	8-9). 

Fact: 	CBS knew I had solid evidence, ',mew that 1 repeated make the charge in 

the two bo- km they' reed end the third that I offered them, end deliberately 

declined to use itt'4Lasteed pretend there is no evidence Oswald had 

government connections. 

CBS: 	 uotEtiV Mrs. Oswald xsaying, "Now, how can Lee Harvey Oswald get out of the 

Marine Corps three months ahead of time on a Dire Need discharge, and 

at the same time be issued a passport to travelL"  (page 91, 

FACT: 	This is the charge of WHITEDASE, which goes furthero es CBS knew and 

dgain does not credit. There is much 1Le in Os:ald IN NE71 ORLEANS. 

aUkkkli, 

Comment:Thabe oanclulion that "the Commission had full RIOer to conduct its own 

A 

independent investigation, it permitted the F.B.I. and the C.I. A. to 

ink‘stigate themselves - end eo cast a permanent shadow on the answers 

/4ge 9). 
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Fact: 	Correct. Rightnfrom WEITEWASE, where CBS first read it. Not credited, 

but used, in a context that in the mind of the listener credits Epstein 

with first stating and proving (neither of which is true). 

CBS: The Warren Comlission and its staff interviewed 552 witnesses. Their 

testimony takes up these 26 thick volumes 	(7ge 10). 

Feet: 	There were 552 sources of what is, for ladle of an appropriate designation, 

loosely called but is not "testimony". Of these, only 94 appeared before 
Caw} 	"11.1)04ct:,, 

Use Commission] 95 were questioned in ex parte depositions by the Conrnissinh 

staff, 61 supplied affidavits (also ex parte and without questioning 
L14.0.1  

by any member ofitthe Commission or its staff), two gave unsworn state- 
A 

ments. The C omission regarded newspaper stories and partisan investiga-

tite reports as the eaual of sworn testimony4,lWB1TEWASH xv). If this is 

an accidental error, it is a comzentary on the use wtxk CBS made of the 

enormous investment of expensive manpower(and n00,000 cash) over a seven-

month period. It is also false that "their testimony takes up these 26 

thick volumes". That the Commission celled "testimony" takes up about 

a third only. The rest is exhibits. This error is repeated. 

Comment: More important theZmrs. Caeolyn Walthers, used here as an example of 

witnesses who should have been heard and werenpt (and a good one) is the 

case of mrs. ';arolyia Arnold cited earlier. Mrs. Arnold placed Oswald on 

the first floor, not the sixth. CBS asked for my official documentation 

(---- ted end permission to use it, whit M aL . They suppressed it, for they 

would not concede uevald could not have teen the a'F'sassin, which uirs. 

Arnold could prove. 

CBS: 	"only that physical evidence (autopsy pictures and X-rays), say the 

critics, can finally resolve the debate over how many bullets struck 

the President, Where they cane from, and Where they went..1plege 11)65 

Fact : 	Only 42=critics, not including me. These pictures and X-rays, if they 

can ever be authenticated as those of the eutepsy, which the doctors 

cannot do, cannot "finally resolve" any of these questions and can 
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address but one, "how many bullets struck the President". It cannot be definitive 

on even this one. 

CBS: 	"More than one critic has charged that the autopsy record in the 

Warren Report is not the original autopsy..." 	(e'pga 11h 

tact: 	Correct. I was the first and am the only one to progee it by-a word by 

word comparison of the oldest existing handwritten draft and the typed 

final version end to print by facsimile excepts proving this 
	

98) 

CBS: 	"Re-examine those disputed photographs and X-rays...." (page 11)0 

Fact: 	Non matter how many times CBS repeats it, it is still a lie. 

CBS: 	Dr. Humes:" The Report (sic), as I stated, is exactly the way it was 

delivered, and the way it was written0Age 11)0 

''act: 	Both statemtns are lies. It is not "the way it was written," for Humes 

personally made extensive changes in his writing. Also, there was a 

major, a definitive change that was never made in the draft but appears 

in the typed version (~T i98) In the ftxxot fourth paragraph "limes wrote 

that"Dr. Perry noted...a second, puncture wound in the low anterior 

neck in apriroximately the midline." In the typed version "puncture", Which 

means the President was shot from the front, is replaced by "much smaller", 

Which does not say it but in memd# medical terms still means it, although 

no soi4 inter-reted officially. In any event, it is a change from even 

the changed writing by Humes. 

Had he said this under oath, it wnuld have been perjury. 

CBS: 
	

"The Kennedy familystipnlation that the pictures be locked away for 

five years- with only certain authorized government personnel allowed 

to see them" ('age 11)b 

Fact: —13Otbrere false, aild 4i-r CBS to pretend a "special" on this subject knowing 

so little of the fact is no less diaturbine than the atternetive, a lie. 
longest-living 

Those pictures ere locked away for the lifetime of the art close 

Kennedy relative now t±xtig alive. unly "government investigators" 

may be granted access during these five years - end there is no govern-

ment investigation current or pending. 
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CBS: 	"We bekieve that those films should ts now be made available for inde- 
4 4,1 pendenyexamination by expert pathologists..." /7 y4.  )' 

Fact: 	CBS is the running dog of further misrepresentation and lies. First 

these must be established, as the law requires, as the genuine pictures 
and X.-rays of the autopsy - all of them, unaltered - no more_pod no 
fewer' and no otherVincluding by not limited to an unbroken chain of 
possession. Then, it is not "expert pathologists" who can derive meaning 
from them for they do not have independent evi-4tP-cla and meaning. it is 

.3/ 
those with the best and widelt knowledge of the entire story who must 

examine them, for even if these pictures and X-rays show exactly whet the 
doctors say, they cannot validate the rest of the Report. They can prove 
only that fewer lies were told or perjuries committed. Nor among pstholog-"'Myr Aih t. ists is it anyone well qualified In pathology. The additional requirements 4. 	 ti 
are in forensic medicine and gun-shot wounds and murder by them, which 
most, including emo4f the most eminent pathologists, do not have. 

CBS: 	"There is one further piece of evidence which we feel must now be made 

available to the entire public: Abraham Zapruder's film of th- actual 
assassineti-n..44ge 12). 

Fact. Agreed. CBS does not care what it does with LIFE's money, but this film 
should be authenticated and made public property. However, why stop with 
this film What is wrong with the too-many others the suppressi-n of which 
was guarentted by the government, to CBS knowledge - and some of which 
CPS has seen and has copies of that it also did not usel 

CBS refuses to practise what it preadhes. It has steadfastly delined to 
make public that of its own evidence that it nisrepresentated in its own 
shows and has failed to answer my request that they make them public 

and give me copies. Examples, their "marksmanshipl end camera "tests", the 
bullets they fired in these tests, etc. 

CBS: 	"...these broadcasts have demonstrated that the film may contain vital 
undiscovered clues to the assassination,"  

ti 
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Feet: 	Repetition does not alter the fact. CBS did not discover this, not 

did Dr. Alvarez, to whom they attribute it, but to CBS's knowledge I 

did and they read it in my copyrighted work. 

I emphasize that it is I alone a,ong the critics who published this 

CBS: 	"LIFE's decision means you cannot see the Zapruder film in its proper 

form, as motion picture fiLni:(("ege 12). 
4-6 	trui-c- • 11, 

act: 	This 	 r can see/ 	motion at 
4 

the National Archives, as maay people, quite possibly including CBS 

personnel, have. If they could not see it at LIFE and did not see it 

at the Archives, they were incompetent to write end present their series. 
3-1/6  

CBS: 	(pked ComAssionei(Mc0loy "ere: you satisfied that as much effort was 

put into challenging that case (against Oswald) as in establishing 

Gage 12). 

Fact: 	"I'11 answer that in just a moment", McCloy begem, and then spent five 

uninterrupted peragrapto not answering it. He apologized for appearing and, 
L by Ruby's shot, 

in effect, said that with osweld denied the benefits of Ame—ci-c-sTrr-lawn;he 

Commission was not bound to give them to him. /4A/4114-611441,4
'-. A.--0""/-14h.  

CBS: 	McCloy, anewving the question, "What did you do on those visits to 

Dallas?", 	hey walked around, "went into the School Book Depository'. 

We talked tojall ef the police officers there..." 	!ip‘ge 13)0 

it(X.,k4L.7-1.1 
Fact: 	They did not,; including some of the most important police. 

CBS: 	McCloy acknowledge the pictures and X-rays should have been produced 

before the Commiabion,ibutt"We had the best evidence, in regard to that- 

the pathology in respect to the President's wo-andskZ_ 	(page 14). 

fact; 	As a lawyer McCloy well knows that the "best evidence" is the pictures, 

not any descylption, no matter how adcurate - and there is not even a 

discription in the 900 pages of the Report or the 10,000,000 of "evidence". 

The Commission did not have the "best evidence", end every member is a lawyer  

CBS: 	In cementing on disbelief of the Report, 	
(9-- “ 

1 y 	that "in many cases" 

on the campuses he's visited, " the professors as well as students", 

as he put it, "think that it is illiberal to come to the conclusion that 
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iXkxxlitikerm±xXla a Communist inclined defector could hove been the 

assassin of the President." ,ages 14-5) 

Feet: 	If Com:11551one'. McCloy has eny notion of the evidence behind the l'eport 

he signed, he certainly knows that usweld was anti-Communist, and violently 

V3. This polemic is not responsive to the question and, even if it is 

less then a fabrication (which from my own experience on campuses and 

elsewhere it certainly is), it does not say why people do not believe 

the Report. The one and the obvious reason 	should have given he didn't.: 

The conclusions are nit supported by the evidence, which does not prove 

whet the Commission alleged and does prove the opposite. 

ZBC: 	McCloy:"...eo far I haven't seen eny credible evidence which dispels 

the soundness of the fundamental conclusions that we came tot:,:, (page 15). 

Fact: 	No one else knows what McCloy may or may not have seen, but if he has nit 

seen such evidence, he didn't lo-Nk or it wases 	im, for it 

a o dsInd44144:Inst of th Commi -ion's credible, pertinenp evidence. irel 
60411 'L. ill 	ei 1,;" 	Ahldif 

CM: 	"...fewer than two millgon copis of the —eport hove been sold,"„by a 

considerable marginOk more people have bought copies

/ 

 of books attacking 

theteeport than have bought the Report itself..." no 15V) 

FACT: 	This is not a correct fo
rmulation and is otherwise of the most dubious 

authenticity. The Report was printed in countless other forms other than 

Abc 
by the government. It was printed in libreviete form by many houses. It 

ZS //6  
was printed completely by the New Tork Times, Alich adds. 	 to 

the questionable CBS total,-ex there is no major paper in the 

country which did nor print appreciable -arts. The Associat 4 Press 

:Indicated its major chapter, "Summary and Conclusions" , which probably 

had the widest circulation in history of any official text, certainly 

more then all the books critical of the Report can hope ever, coliectitely, 

to achieve. It does n-t mention the lox sycophantic writing, which suprorts 

the Report and has been serialized. Every major magazine and every major 

newspaper has supported the deport and its conclusions. CBS simply mis-

)*(1)f-tod-.LAJ. 
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CBS: 	From this falacy, self anufactured, CBS conclude :"...there may be aome- 
iiii  

thing abroad in the land that wants to believe the Report's conclusion, 

that President Kennedy was the victim if a lithe madman, and not 

conspiracy!: (Age 15) 

Fact: Here CBS drops its pants, forgetting that it has steadfastly (and knowingly
 

falsely) maintained the the Commission never said the re was no 

conspiracy. 

CBS: 	"Our final question then: Could America believe the- Warren Report"
 

F?“1" Gage 15 )e). ji1410 

FIGitem; 	A semi-coherent speech by Dr. Seymour Lipset
 of Harvard) 	den,' 

nothing, 	 AL 
-7019ert this "di stingui2hed sociologists 	4,1 that "if some- 

one's tilled because-for his money, if someone's kidnapped for money, if-

that is OK. ... an assassination which is a consequence of a plot is 

like a murder in the context of the eCime for more money by a gang...." 

the other hand, if it does mean anything, it would seem to be opposite 

to the CBS argument. 

CBS: 	Henry Steele Oomager i‘next (pages 16-?) To this historian "there has 

Comment: come up in recent years, particularly since the coming of the Cold 'Tar, 

something that might be called a conspiracy psychology". If he here 

"says sOything it is that the assassination wwwx "can be explained by 

k 
nrdi na ry processes". He connector this with "the McCarthy era, the 

miasma of suspicion....I don't think we'd become. peranoid(sic). But we 

were on th rood to a paranoid exrlanatton of things. " And another 

X vw 	 ,---- 
not "any more likely to be believed". This, of course, is 

,I.  
scientific thinking: Im es no difference what an investigation proves, 

whether it is in secret or public, credible or not, it will not be 

believed. Therefore, there should be no other. The CBS dogs run. 

- Comager 	yp to four end se-yf a fourth investigation will not 

be eflieved. CBS did not take him past four, so.wsc we have ho scientific 

advance knowledge for indubitable experts what would be the reaction to 
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a fifth or a 500th. We are assure - so why question- that nothing will 

be believed. Take i rem the expert, who knows everything because he 

knows nothing about the case and has made no independet study of the 

available facts, but this is imaterial when you are an expert- anything-

and hair BS t listen, credit and disseminate. It is only coincidence that 

14"ce- a 11 of t s co ncides with the government's desire that the people 

take its word when it lies. of course, CBS did not do this on purpose, 

even if all it used was prerecorded and edited into these four shows. 

It and Comager want to se re the long-suffering end sadly deceived people 

another fut'lity, charitable folks that they are. He 	farther end 

provide in advance the objection that will elwys exist. These "critics" 

will conplain, "Well, of course, this too is part of the Establishment..." 

Why have a triali Why does this eminent "historian" tolerate courts 

when we have his infinite wisdom. 

Not that Alacxitte accredited "critic" has made this compleint. 1t is 

that Comager and CBS are preparing it for the future: 

CBS: 	Eric Severeid read/ a lecture - by far the longest in hhe entire series. Comment: 	

f&/ 
It is an uninterrupted page and a helfr yages 17-86He 	of a 

strain of permanent skepticism"Ik fro-: which we suffer', of "this devil 

theory of polotics".Dredging the excrete of the nut house, he finds a 

/\ conspiracy "would be utterly impossible in the 1,mericen arsat of a 

fierce end free press..."He must look at CBS: But he hasn't tried to 

publish a book that op7:oses the government oh this, or get al'article ik 

published in a mar magazine-dor tried to get a chance to answer lies 

and lib,ls. 

And there is no chance the Aport is wrong without all the Commissioners 

being conscious conspirators, kw- 

.:That this boils down to is that it is perfectly natural for a President to 

be shot to death in cold blood in en American 	that it is equalLy 

natural for its accused murderer to be shot down abide the police are 
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guarding him, in a police station, and before the eyes of the world via TV; 

and that there is nothing abnormal in the death of the murderer of the 

accused murderer of the Freaident when he suddenly d:velops cancer and 

is not given medical attention until long after he obviously needs it 

and then only when his family and lawyers discover it and demand it; 

nor is it suspect when it is first announced that thislincuzable 

cancer is merely a neglected cold. And anybody who doesn't think this 

is the ordinary course of events in the civilized world has a 

"devil theory of politics", suffers fromkstraini of permanent skepticism", 

?lames everything in edvence on "The Establishment", is a victim of the 

"conspiracy psychology" - i silort, i you don't swallow Wavle and 

unquestioningly, you are a mutt 

CBS 	The roundup:"...The Warren &erieission could not gialds Lee Harvey 

Oswald his day in court and the protection of our laws./ 

Fact: 	The Commission could have abided by the laws of evidence and permitted 

genuine defense coansel to cross examine its witnesees. And it should 

nave. But then it could never have brought out thisAport with the 

built-in, predetermined verdict 	a L.-in-a 4-44x /44d 

CBS: 	cre%idorsegethe Report, saying "Belt, now we have studied the Report 
fle 

again, this time with the eiljAfit of three years of controversy, of all 

these books..." /. 	is /O. 

tact: 	Whether or not they studied the Report- and thiial concluding whitewash 

shows the opTosite, they here say they ai1ve reed my books and eliminate 

the excuse of not knowing what they did to and about them. 

The stomach rebels at the repetition of the remaining conclusions, like 

"...most objections to the Report - end certainly ell objections that go 

to the heeart of the Reppet - vanish when they are exposed to the light 

(PV-9-2>)  
of honest inquiry,t; 	t, the answers "leave us restless". (Filed for the 

future When they ere proved weong, liars, an of::icial, kept press.) 

CBS: 	And all the persisting distrust.' That Is Lee Harvey Oswald's fault:"The 
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Damage that Lee Harvey Oswald did the United Stetes of America...did not 

end when the shots were fired...." 

Comment: Lee Harvey Oswald, move over and make room for C. 

Note. This series continually has the Report with a capital "R". It 

would be interesting to note if any other source has. I recall none, none 

among the other books, only mine.X 


